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May Meeting Presentation
Geelong Regional Library ✦ Services We Can Offer You
Our main Presenter at Tuesday’s meeting will be Victoria Mathews, Information
Resources Librarian at Geelong Regional Library.
Victoria will cover the following topics✹ What information is offered in relation to digital services?
✹ What help is available for members using the Library’s digitised services?
✹ Using e-books
✹ What is the full extent of digital services offered to the public, including Ancestry.com?
✹ What courses are available to help with using these digital services?
✹ What are the different ways of accessing assistance with library services for both
individuals and groups?
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Carol Wilson

Welcome to another ‘occasional’
column, not regular, but the best
I have been able to manage!
Your Committee met on 25th April to
continue planning our program for
the rest of the year.
Here are a couple of items that need
Members’ special attention:

iPad Day:
Since we no longer have a Special
Interest Group (SIG) devoted to using
the iPad, but we did promise instead
to run an occasional session on iPad
at our General Meeting, we plan to
devote the August Meeting to a
demonstration of some of the many
and varied apps available for it.
Various Committee members have
volunteered to show some apps that
they use.
However, as it only takes a few
minutes to ‘Show and Tell’ how each

one works, we are looking for lots of
our
members
to
contribute

I will try ‘Sketches Pro’, but I have to
first learn something that has just

something that they enjoy using, find
useful, helpful or just find a fun thing
to do.
Among us all, there are sure to be
some different, very interesting, or

been ‘sitting on my desk top’. (Good
motivation for me to ‘get on with it’!)
As we are a self-help group, it’s
good to think about sharing the bits
we do know with others who know

entertaining apps others have not
seen, or may want to add to their
collection.
Your demonstration doesn’t have to
be long, but we need quite a few

something else that we don’t.
We are all among friends, so let’s
just ‘care and share’ together and as
the old Scotsman once said: “Many a
mickle makes a muckle”.

people willing to show something (or
even two to three items), otherwise
we will not have a program.
Naturally, there will be discussion and
Q & A about items as we proceed

Urgent Appeal:

through the program.
Suggestions so far include:
‘Speak and Translate’, ‘CamScanner’,
‘Tunnel
Bear’,
‘Barwon
Bluff’,
‘VicEmergency’ and ‘Sprout’.

requirement that the
Statutory positions of
President,
VicePresident, Secretary and Treasurer all
be filled, or the club will fold.

In September we have our Annual
General Meeting, where all Office
Bearer positions will become vacant.
It is a Government
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President’s Report ….. Continued
We need members to consider over
the next several weeks whether they

Please note the comment, “or the
Club will fold”.

It looks
attractive.

have some tiny ability which they can
offer to carry us forward for the next
twelve months.
By necessity, our current Secretary
and Treasurer have indicated that

This means that our funds (currently
some $8000 of your money) must be
returned to the Government, who will
distribute them among other similar
Clubs.

Peter puts in a lot of unseen time
and work in the background to bring
us a very high quality Newslettermiles better than many other clubs,
so I’m told.

they must relinquish their duties.
Our Vice President also needs to,
and your President was always just a
‘stop-gap’ person, to keep the club
afloat when no-one else stepped up.

Is this what we really want?

Even though he is no longer a
Committee member, Peter, with his
extensive knowledge of Statutory
requirements, ensures that the Club
continues to operate within the

Pam Hansen, by necessity, will also
be stepping down from the
Committee.

over the years have
said they found it a
rewarding experience. So, be
brave, and ‘jump in the deep end’.
It’s not so deep really!

Both
the
Secretary (Keerie Brown)
and Treasurer (John Beatty) will
affirm that they received plenty of
assistance to ‘learn on the job’ and

And helpers are needed.

from their excellent financial and
other record-keeping, they have
both done a first-class job.

Baldwin for the work he has put in,
giving our Newsletter a real facelift.

Despite being another ‘learner on the
job’, I have enjoyed helping out and
o t h e r s
who have been on the
Committee before me

so

“up-to-date”

and

Statutory guidelines set out for our
type of Club.

It sounds inadequate, but it is
sincere:

Peter

Finally:
On behalf of both the Committee and
Members, I must compliment Peter
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Advance Notice
Committee Members Required
Our Annual Meeting will be held,
as usual this September.

Last Month’s Guest Speaker:
Anthony Carauna’s Presentation
“Wearable Technology”
What an interesting and informative talk
Anthony presented at our last BMUG
meeting.
I feel sure that the members present got
something out of the presentation.
I certainly went away with plenty of ideas
and topics to further investigate.
I was disappointed and embarrassed by
the small number of members who
attended.
Of late, I have noticed that numbers
attending our monthly meetings have
been in decline compared with the
previous 12 months.
I don’t know the reason.

Two members of the current
Committee have given advance
notice that they will be vacating
their Executive positions.

Keerie Brown will not be
re-nominating as Secretary/
Public Officer.
John Beatty will not be renominating as Treasurer.
Our existing Committee is already
operating at less than full capacity.
Please start to give consideration
to nominating for a position on the
Committee for 2017/18.
More publicity will be given to this
matter in future Newsletters.

Do you have problems dealing
with emails you don’t really
want but sometimes need?
Unroll.me is a simple tool that helps
you get control of emails you don't
really want, but sometimes need,
usually from subscription services.
These messages clutter your inbox,
distracting you from meaningful
email.
The free email service Unroll.me
consolidates subscription emails and
newsletters,
Instead of getting 20 emails, you get
one summary email. This helps you
clean up your inbox and focus on the
messages that matter.
The controls for including or
excluding different messages, or
unsubscribing from lists altogether,
are dead simple. Unroll.me is a
wonderful, free app.

Highly Recommended
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Continued…...
Two-Factor Authentication
in iCloud

See also Susie
Ochs article in

took to upgrade his late 2009 model
iMac.

on how to set up
two factor authentication for your apple
ID and iCloud account.

Here is another article written by Jeff
Butts’ of the Mac Observer outlining
a similar process to that taken by
Peter.

It is probably worthwhile to change
your iCloud password and set up
Two-Factor Authentication.
Read Andrew Orr’s article. In the Mac
Observer on how to protect yourself from
the iCloud extortionists.
Also read Zack
Whittaker’s article in

If
you
turn
on
two-factor
authentication in iCloud as a security
measure, you might see that certain
third-party apps ask for an AppSpecific Password.
Jeff Butts’ explains
how to do it in
his article in the:

entitled“Apple iCloud ransom
demands: The facts you need to know”

Freshen Up Your Older Mac
and Make It Feel New
On Page ???? Of this Newsletter, you
will see a very interesting article
written by Committee Member Peter
Gason, outlining the steps that he

It should be noted that if you want to
upgrade your iMac and be able to run
OS Sierra, then you can only start the
process with a late 2009 model iMac
onwards.
It is interesting to note that Jeff’s
article concludes by stating“Apple continues to blaze forward,
and might “sunset” your Mac with the
next version of macOS.
Weigh the pros and cons of upgrading
versus buying new.
If your Mac is from 2012 or later, you’ll
probably find the upgrades to be the
wisest investment”.
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BMUG Editor
Q&A With
PETER BALDWIN
Location Services: iPad

and
cellular
location
data
available) to come up with

(if
an

accurate fix on your position.
It is possible to reset Location
Services (in case you accidentally
tapped ‘Don't Allow’ for an app),
although it clears all permissions.

Question:
I am curious to know how my cellular
iPad knows its position?

Answer:
The cellular iPad models include a
chip that picks up Global Positioning
Satellite (GPS) signals and translates
them into an accurate physical
location.
The Wi-Fi–only models don't contain
a GPS chip, but Maps still works.

You will need to grant access to apps
again the next time they ask.
Go to ‘Settings > General > Reset’
and tap the Reset Location & Privacy
button.
You can also disable Location
Services in ‘Settings > Privacy’ or
turn it off for specific apps.

Multiple windows with
Dictionary in OS Sierra

How?

Question:

Apple designed a system called
Location Services, which takes GPS

How can I use multiple windows with
the Mac Dictionary app in OS Sierra?

Answer:
The Mac Dictionary app in OS Sierra
lets you open multiple windows and
tabs.
Use ‘File, New Window or New Tab’,
(Command+N, Command+T).
This lets you look up a word and
leave it on the screen while you look
up another word.
You can even use the dictionary in
one window and the thesaurus in the
other.
If you ‘Command+click’ on any word
in a definition it shows it in a new
tab.
‘Command+Option+click’ shows it
in a new window behind, and
‘Command+Option+Shift+click’
shows it in a new window on top.
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Q&A with Your Editor….. Continued
How Long Has My Mac
Been Running?
Question:
I am curious to know how I can find
out how long it is since I last
shutdown or re-started my Mac?

When you launch Terminal you'll see
Apple's implementation of a Unix

You type a command on the
command-line and press Return to

command-line environment, known
as a shell.

execute it.
A command has three elements to it;
the command itself,
which calls a specific
tool, an option which

Answer:
To find your answer you must open
and run the Terminal app on your
Mac and type in the command
‘uptime’. The Terminal app provides
a command line interface to control
the UNIX based operating system that
lurks below OS X.

How do I do that?
Open the Terminal
app which is located
within the Utilities
Folder in Applications.

The title bar of a Terminal window
displays the name of the current
user, the type of shell, and the size
of the window in pixels.
If you look at the command-line
inside the window, you'll see that
each line starts with the name of the
Mac and is followed by the name of
the current user.
The 'cursor' is indicated by a shaded
box.
Using Terminal is uncomplicated.

modifies the command's
output,
and
an
argument, which calls
the resource on which
the
command
will
operate.
In this example, you will see that I
have already typed in ‘Uptime’ and
the answer appears below the
command.
Those of us who have been with
computers for a long time will
remember the days before Graphical
User Interface, when we had to type
in commands to make various parts
of the computer operate.
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Q&A with Your Editor….. Continued
How To Remove A
Yahoo (Or Other)
Mail Account
From Your Mac

Question:
I want to remove a Yahoo Mail
Account from my Mac and my iPad.
What is the correct procedure?

Answer:
The following procedure will
completely delete an email address
and email account from your Mac,
including all settings for the email
account and associated emails
from the Mail app in Mac OS X.
1. Pull down your  Apple
Menu and choose "System
Preferences"
2. Select "Internet Accounts"

3. Select the email account you
want to delete
4. With the email account
selected, click the [-] minus
button at bottom or use the
delete key
5. Confirm that you want to
remove the email account as
well as all of its associated
emails and account settings
from your Mac, including
from the Mail applications
6. The account will disappear
from
the
list
and
all
associated
emails
and
settings from the email
address will also vanish.
You can repeat with other email
accounts as necessary

To remove an
email account
from your iOS
device(s)
as
well as the
associated
data
from the iOS device, do the
following1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to Settings
Scroll down to Mail
Tap on the Accounts
Tap on the account you want
to remove
5. Confirm the email address/
account is accurate
6. Tap on "Delete Account" at
bottom of screen.
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Editor’s Feature Article

How To Create

Apple Note Subfolders

...inform, entertain and persuade...

With Ease
Did you know that it is possible to
create subfolders in Apple Notes?
Creating subfolders lets you
organise your notes in more
detailed ways that make sense to
you.
There are not a lot of ways to
organise notes in Apple Notes.

Here is how to do it on macOS.

Now here is the caveat:

To create a subfolder in Notes on
your Mac, all you have to do is
drag-and-drop one folder into
another. That’s it!

Unfortunately, it is not possible to
create subfolders in iOS Notes. I
am not sure why, and it seems
arbitrary for Apple to not allow
this. So you’ll have to create your
subfolders on macOS, and they
will sync over to iOS.

Keep in mind that if you delete a
folder, then all of the subfolders
and notes will also be deleted.

Actually, there are just two: folders
and subfolders.

Creating a subfolder: just drag a folder into another.
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Stand For Apple Watch

Peter Baldwin

An elegant Charging Stand
Crafted from a solid piece of Aircraft Grade Aluminium
About
Based in Santa Barbara, California,
Nomad is much more than a Brand
Name.
It’s their philosophy as a Company
and a team:
owning
fewer
things,
being
resourceful and working hard
together.
And it is the very core of their
product vision:
creating minimalist, practical tools
that keep Clients powered on the
go.
They develop all of their product
concepts from the ground up.
Materials selection is core to
fulfilling their product promise of
true portability, so they select the
lightest,
thinnest,
strongest
materials to suit their designs.

The Stand for Apple Watch from Nomad is
made of a single piece of flat, ribbon-like
aluminium that curves around in an
elegant design. On the top of the ribbon,
there’s a small circular cutout for the
magnetic charging puck. This cutout has a
cradle to keep the puck in place and is
lined with black rubber. Next to this
cutout, there is a charging cord groove,
which feeds into a routing channel that
runs along the back edge of the stand
before looping underneath to exit out the
back.
Installing the charging cord is very simple.
All you have to do is loop the USB
connector and cord through the circular
cutout and gently push the charging puck
into place.
The Stand comes in silver aluminium or
Space grey aluminium, and it works with
any band. The base of the stand isn’t any
thicker than the stand itself, but it’s

infused with copper alloy for extra weight
so it won’t tip over. It also has a rubberised
bottom, so it won’t slip around on your
nightstand.

Key Features:
✹ Made from anodised aluminium it is
futuristic and highly attractive
✹ Comes in 2 versions to match Apple Watch
and Apple Watch Sport designs: Silver ($29.95
USD) or Space Grey ($39.95 USD)
✹ Compatible with and requires Apple’s
magnetic Charging Cable
✹ Very stable weighted base
✹ Raises Apple Watch 2.75″ off a nightstand
or other flat surface
CONCLUSIONS:
A Sleek, sturdy product with quality
finishing. Neatly conceals charging cable.
Holds watch in vertical or horizontal
position which is a great way to create a
minimalist alarm clock for a night stand.
Highly Recommended
11

Earhoox 2.0
For

Peter Baldwin

Apple EarPods & AirPods
In-ear headphones are great, but there is one
major problem.
They were not made to fit and stay in your
ears, particularly if you lead an active
lifestyle.
Earhoox attach to the EarPods that you
already own and comfortably secure them so
you can confidently wear them even when
you are at the gym or running and not worry
about them falling out.
They work by adding traction to the key
parts of your ear, and since they are made
from flexible silicone, they fit comfortably.
The durable material also makes them water
and sweat proof.

Key Features:
✹ Made from silicone, these attachments
designed to keep your earbuds comfortably in
your ears.
✹ Every set comes with 2 sizes
✹ Compatible with Apple EarPods and AirPods
✹ They make you forget you’re wearing
earbuds at all.

✹ Sweat and waterproof

CONCLUSIONS:
I had almost given up on my Apple earpods
because I continuously had trouble with
them falling out.
Since using earhoox, I no longer think about
my Apple earpods. I put them in and they
stay inserted comfortably until I take them
out.
The product works beautifully without big
loops that hang over my ears or wrapping
around my neck. They are secure and tuck,
neatly into my ear.
At time of testing, I do not have the new
release AirPods. The only downside appears
to me to be that I would need to remove the
earhoox each time for charging, due to the
limited size of the AirPod charging case.

Highly Recommended
Available from the website
for $9.99 USD plus postage.
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Replacing the Hard Disc Drive (HDD)
with a Solid State Drive (SSD)

in a late 2009 model iMac
(Model Identifier: iMac10,1)
Peter Gason

Why would you want to do this?

There are a number of reasons why one
might want to do this, but in my case it
was a combination of reasons1. Our existing OSX was 10.6 (Snow
Leopard) and our Bank website was
constantly reminding me that my
version of Safari was not up to date. To
update Safari meant updating the
Operating System.
2. OSX 10.11 (El Capitan) was freely
available.
3. The disc drive in the iMac was 7 years
old and was not going to spin reliably
for ever (maybe three more years).
4. I did not want to be in a position of
having to deal with a failed disc at an
inconvenient time.
5. Our existing disc had accumulated
seven years of junk and I was keen to
start afresh.

Preparations:
1. I know I could have simply upgraded
the OSX on the existing HDD, but I prefer
to hold as many ‘Get Out Of Jail Free’
cards as possible, so I opted to connect a
spare HDD via the USB.
2. Downloaded and installed OSX 10.11
(El Capitan) on the external HDD,
formatting it as a ‘boot’ disc.
3. Gradually copied photos, music and all
other wanted data to the attached disc.
4. Re-installed all wanted software on the
attached disc. This was a good chance to
update old software versions.
5. Ran our computer exclusively from the
attached disc for about a month to make
sure everything was working correctly.
6. Attached via USB an external Solid
State Drive and cloned (using Carbon
Copy Cloner) the external HDD with the

new system on it. This gave me plenty of
backup options. During the whole
process, I had turned off Time Machine.
7. The original internal HDD remained
exactly as it was. It could still be used as
the ‘boot’ disc if necessary.
8. I disconnected the external HDD and
ran the computer entirely on the
external SSD for about a month again.
9. I practiced booting the Mac from both
the original internal HDD and the new
external SSD.
10. Finally confident I had enough
redundancy I then set about removing
the existing internal HDD to replace it
with the SSD.

HDD to SSD changeover:
1. It is necessary to know exactly which
iMac model you are dealing with because
the changeover instructions will vary
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depending on your model. To find the
‘Model Identifier’, and other useful stuff
click on the Apple in the top left of your
screen. Go to ‘About This Mac’, click on
‘Overview’ and then click ‘System
Report’. The ‘Model Identifier’ is shown
in the ‘Hardware Overview’.
2. Before making the changeover I
wanted to know exactly how our system
was running, disc temperatures and fan
speeds etc. so I bought ($15, I think),
system monitoring software called
‘Hardware Monitor’. I checked our
system at various times to know what to
expect after the discs were swapped.
3. I spent a lot of time reading and
watching
YouTube
videos
about
upgrading from the internal HDD to a
SSD for our particular machine. I found
the following video the most helpful-

( http s: / / e sho p . ma c sa l e s. c o m/ i te m/ OW C/
KITIM09HE480/).

Click the ‘Video’ tab and go to 2009
21.5” video clip.
4. The great stumbling block turned out
to be what to do with the internal disc
drive’s temperature sensor since there
was no facility to connect it to the SSD.
Again much reading about this problem
led me to the solution of simply taping a
temperature sensing transistor 2N3904
($0.75, Jaycar, Geelong) to the outside
of the new SSD and connecting it to the
temperature sensing cable. (https://
www.avforums.com/threads/install-ssdin-2011-imac-recommended.1870395/).

The problem was that unless the system
was told (via a sensor) that the disc
temperature was ok the fan would spin
flat out. This is noisy and un-necessary.
5. The final step was to do the deed. I
set up with the instruction video running
on an iPad

The iMac with its internal
HDD removed. In the
bottom left corner the
iPad with instructional
video constantly
running.

beside me during the process and just
followed the instructions. Along with the
SSD I had previously bought a mounting
cradle with screws (from MSY in
Geelong. About $9, I think).
The cradle I bought was actually
designed to hold two SSDs and was thus
fairly wide in the body. Too wide in fact.
I ended up cutting the raised edge off so
that the screen would fit back in place. A
small hiccup but one that helps to be
aware of for anyone wanting to do this. I
bought the double cradle because it was
the only one that came with the screws,
which I needed.
6. There are 4 cables to disconnect
between
the
screen
and
the
motherboard. A couple of these were
very difficult to remove and just as hard
to put back. It’s worth being aware of
this.

Close-up (sorry about the
focus) of the new SSD with
temperature sensing
transistor taped to the side.

** Please feel free to contact me if you
would like help:
peter.gason@gmail.com
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Lightning Strike
My History of

Computer Problems
BY Ken Riches
Remote Member
COLAC

The Oak Tree. Photo taken some time
after the lightning strike.
My first computer was a PC running
Windows.
After a few years, in mid 2010, the
hard drive died suddenly. Fortunately
I had backed up to an external hard
disk drive so tragedy was averted!
My three sons had iMac computers
and urged me to make the change to
Apple. I had bought my first digital
camera by this time and joined the
local camera club. I had also
purchased Photoshop and so on
22nd June 2010, I purchased a new
27” iMac.

In February 2012 we experienced a
severe thunderstorm during which
lightning struck a mature oak tree,
on the property two houses away,
destroying it. It also flattened several
panels of chain wire security fence
near the tree.
The next morning we discovered that
our
recently
purchased
($160)
Uniden phone was not working.
Later in the day I discovered that I no
longer had any sound on my iMac
(although it still seemed to be
working ok). While trying to find the
reason for the lack of sound I was

concerned when I put my hand on
the top of the computer casing and
discovered that it was very hot.
I packed the computer back in its
box and took it to the local
authorised Apple agent.
I was advised that the sound card
was destroyed and that as it was
integrated into the mother-board it
would not leave much change out of
$1,000 to have it replaced.
The warranty had expired by this
time, so I made the decision not to
proceed with repairing the computer
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and to wait until the next new model
was released.
In the meantime I purchased a 13”
Macbook Air. I found this very good
for
portability
but
not
very
satisfactory (too small) for editing
photographs.
Our house switchboard is fitted with
a surge protection device and the
computer was also plugged into a
surge protection board.
I later ascertained, that my computer
was one of five in the Court, all
within 200 metres of the oak tree, to
be affected to varying degrees. Most
were complete write offs. One
neighbour had a light fitting blown
off an outside wall.
I am convinced that the lightning
travelled through the earth wire and
therefore
evaded
the
surge
protection devices.
The fact that the electric mains wires
are all underground in our court may
have been a contributing factor.
I purchased my second 27” iMac on
13th April 2013 and this time took
the extended warranty.
Unfortunately, the warranty expired a

couple of weeks before the hard drive
died on 26th August 2016.
I contacted Apple and to their credit
they covered the cost of replacing the
hard drive. The tech. was able to
restore everything from my time
capsule.
I was surprised when I set up the
computer back at home on 31st
August 2016 to discover that I now
had El Capitan installed.

More problems:
I received a 10 port Volans USB 3.0
hub as a Xmas present (after a fairly
broad hint). I didn’t really need 10
ports but the configuration with the
input cables at the back and 3 ports
each side and 4 at the front seemed
to provide the chance to tidy up
some of the cables on my desk and
USB 3.0 was quicker, wasn’t it?
At the end of January I decided it was
time to connect this new hub to the
computer.
I needed to scan a document and
when I clicked the scan button I was
confronted
with
the
message
“Scanner not connected”. I thought
this was rather odd, as I knew that it
was
connected.
I
re-checked

everything several times, with the
same result.
The scanner was plugged in via the
new USB 3.0 hub.
Not knowing what action to take to
overcome this impasse I decided to
download a couple of updates that
were notified while I pondered my
next move.
One was an update for iTunes and
the other for iMovie.
I think there was also an option to
update to Sierra, which I was not
interested in.
I clicked the “update all” button (a
big mistake!) expecting only the two
programs to update.
When I believed the two updates were
downloaded I attempted to restart
the computer to install them.
Apparently the computer was still in
the process of downloading OS Sierra
and my attempt to re-start caused it
to crash.
I was facing a white screen that
would not respond to either mouse
or keyboard.
With no alternatives left I performed
a hard shut down, removed all the
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cables and headed down to my trusty
technician.
He informed me that the hard drive
had been corrupted by the attempted
download of OS Sierra.
While the computer was away being
restored I decided to go back to
using the old 27” lightning affected
iMac and plugged the new Volans
USB 3.0 hub in with the scanner and
printers connected.
I knew that the hard drive had not
suffered any damage from the
lightning strike and that all the files
were intact. We adjusted the cooling
fans to run a bit faster to keep the
temperature of the case at a more
comfortable level.
I was able to connect to my hi-fi
through a DAC converter via USB to
get sound. I had previously used this
set up to transfer music from my
vinyl collection to iTunes.
I decided to keep working on my
photos but the Operating System
(Snow
Leopard)
on
this
‘Old
Damaged’ computer would not open
the Olympus Camera Raw files on the
camera SD card. It was at this point
that I decided to update the ‘old

damaged’ computer from Snow
Leopard to El Capitan.
This solved the problem and the SD
card was successfully downloaded to
iPhoto.
When the time came to print some
photos, I was taken aback with the
message “Printer offline”.
After going through the procedure of
checking all the connections and
setting up the print dialogue several
times I was getting a bit cranky
(some say I was already!)
I decided to transfer the photos to a
USB drive and try printing on the
‘new’ computer which was now back
from the technician.
The USB stick already had photos on
it but when I plugged it into the new
USB 3.0 hub nothing showed up on
the screen.
I retried plugging it in – nothing!
I then decided to try plugging it
directly into a port on the back of the
computer – bingo!
At this stage I realised that the music
had stopped since I transferred to the
new USB 3.0 hub. Swapping the cable
to a USB port on the back of the

computer brought the sound of
music back to my ears!
The new USB 3.0 hub was now the
prime suspect. A Google search
revealed
that
others
were
experiencing similar problems but
they were using different brands and
different
numbers
of
ports!
www.macintosh.com
The general consensus seemed to be
that there is a problem with the El
Capitan
Operating
System
which
prevents it from coping with USB 3.0
hubs with more than 4 ports.
My experience tends to bear this out.
I replaced the new Volans USB 3.0 hub
with the original Zipp 7 port USB 2.0 hub
and all was working again.
The Zipp hub is poorly made and the
‘innards’ tend to slide out of the case
when plugging/ unplugging. Also the
power cable tends to come out of the
socket at times if the hub is moved.
The Volans hub is well made and comes
with a large power supply.
At this stage I have not re-tried the USB
3.0 hub with Sierra installed (I can’t
stand the stress!)

I would be very interested to hear
of other member experiences.
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Editor’s Note
What
an
interesting
article
contributed by long time Remote
Member Ken Riches, from Colac.
I congratulate Ken on taking the
time and perseverance to compile
this article.
He did so as a result of my
continued encouragement over a
period of several months.
Ken was a regular attendee at our
meetings, but due to age and
distance, he now finds it a little
difficult to attend in person.
I have previously stated in this
Journal on many occasions that I
value and very much look forward
to receiving and or assisting with
the
compilation
of
article
contributions from members.
In relation to Ken’s article, I offer
the following comments-

I have known for a long time that
external USB Hubs occasionally
give problems, particularly when
you plug in a DVD /CD Drive.
Apparently, the iMac and laptops,
in some instances do not have
enough internal power to drive
some of the accessory’s that you
can plug into an external Hub.
The most successful external
Hubs are those that have their
own power supply.
Ken supplied the following
information in relation to my
comments above“The
peripherals
that
were
connected to the hub were Epson
R3000 printer, Brother HL 3250
printer, Canoscan 8800F scanner,
all of which have their own power
supply, and the Hi-Fi via DAC

converter which also has its own
power supply.”
He went on to state“The power supply with the Volans
hub is quite large physically and
has an output of 4,000mA @12V.”
I am also aware that there were
additional problems with external
Hubs that appeared with the
launch of El Capitan.
I have not researched any further
as to whether Apple has since
addressed these problems.
Both Ken and myself would be
very interested to hear from any
members who have had similar
problems and whether they were
able to obtain a satisfactory
solution.
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Peter Baldwin

macOS Sierra in easy steps
Covers OS X 10.12
For Mac newbies, and those upgrading

By Nick Vandome
192 Pages
Publisher: IN EASY STEPS
UK.
Published: 13/12/2016
Distributed By: Woodslane
RRP $27.99
BMUG Discount available

macOS Sierra in easy steps
explains the foundations of macOS
Sierra: the Dock and the Finder.
Then, it reveals a raft of ways in
which the reader can make the
most of macOS Sierra:
✹ Multi-Touch navigation options
for getting around in macOS Sierra.
✹ Working with and managing
your apps.
✹ Productivity options on your
Mac.
✹ Getting online with Safari, Mail,
Messages and FaceTime.
✹ Managing your digital lifestyle
for photos, music, video, books
and games.

✹ The invaluable iCloud online
function for backing up and
sharing your files.
There is also a chapter on
troubleshooting
and
keeping
macOS Sierra in tiptop shape.
Learn
to
use
the
Finder,
personalise your Desktop, and use
Siri to carry out tasks for you. Get
to grips with the built-in apps,
iCloud and Family Sharing – and
more!

This is an excellent, easy to use,
well illustrated guide for exploring
all aspects of Mac OS Sierra.
Highly Recommended
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Apple Park

More Parking Space

Than Actual Offices

When it opened to workers late last
month, Apple Park was reported to

This situation is reported to be linked
as much to the laws in Cupertino as

Apple Park, and may penalise the
company if it doesn't meet targets.

offer nearly 3.5 million square feet of
parking.
This is more than the approximate
3.4 million square feet of offices the
staff will actually work in.

to the size of Apple's project.
The city has specified parking
minimums for different properties,
possibly forcing Apple to build on an
enormous scale even though it

Apple has spun a good deal of the
publicity for Apple Park around how
environmentally friendly the campus
will be.
Various buildings, including the ring

The campus will have just under
11,000 parking spaces designed to
accommodate up to 14,000 people.
While many cars will be located under
the ring shaped main central

operates private shuttles, offers
incentives to carpool, and will have
spaces for some 2,000 bicycles at
Apple Park.
Roughly 28 percent of the staff at

and garages will be topped with solar
panels.
Apple has publicised the ring as the
world's biggest naturally-ventilated
structure.

building, everyone else will cram into
two enormous garages farther to the
South.

Apple's current headquarters at 1
Infinite Loop use alternate means of
transportation.
Local government is reportedly
hoping to push this to 34 percent at

Much of the outside space will be
decorated
with
trees,
once
landscaping is complete.
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How To Verify Time Machine Backups
Click Here for the article

How to Save Space on Your Time
Machine Drive
Click Here for the article by Jeff Butts

Compliments of
Compliments of

How To Make Pages Open New Blank
Document by Default on Mac
Click Here for the article
Compliments of

How to remove MacKeeper Part II
(the pop-up edition)
Click Here for the article
Compliments of

How to uninstall MacKeeper from your
Mac
Click Here for the article
Compliments of

How to Change the Default Email Client
in macOS
Click Here for the article by Jeff Butts
Compliments of
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Editor’s Tip Of The Month

♦︎

The BMUG Assist program is available to all members. We will
attempt to resolve your urgent Mac problems if we can, or
alternatively give you advice about where to seek further assistance.

Reload a Web Page
While browsing the web in Safari you may
occasionally get a page that doesn't fully
load or shows some errors. When this
happens, the first thing to try is to simply
refresh the page. You can do this by
pressing on the circle-arrow button at
the right side of the address field at
the top of the Safari window.

Peter Oakley is available to take your call on 0409 094 655
OR

Dick Brown is available to take your call on 5259 1614
To

get the best possible answer, and a considered one, please
email your question or problem for the “Help Desk” direct topeteroakley@bellarinemac.org.au OR dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au

OR: You can use ‘View > Reload Page’,
OR: The keyboard shortcut ‘Command + R’.

BMUG News produced by Editor Peter Baldwin.
Send articles for inclusion in this Newsletter to The Editor.
www.bellarinemac.org.au
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